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ABSTRACT

Context. Radio-continuum spectra are frequently used to infer the density distribution of ionized gaseous regions, while observed
correlations between the brightness temperature and other distance-independent parameters are used to test evolutionary models of
planetary nebulae.
Aims. We check empirical correlations among features derived from the observed radio data and the inferred conclusions available in
the literature, using self-consistent photoionization models.
Methods. Photoionization models are computed for the physical conditions of planetary nebulae in order to derive self-consistent
radio-continuum spectra, as well as the brightness temperature.
Results. The temperature and ionization distributions throughout the nebulae explain the observed range of spectral indexes in the
thick region of the spectrum, even for a uniform density distribution, usually challenged in the literature. The obtained models fit
the observed radio spectra for planetary nebulae in a large range of spectral indexes. Our calculations show a correlation between
the spectral index obtained in a given frequency range and the nebula size, as well as reproduce the observed relations between the
brightness temperature and other distance-independent parameters. Such diagrams are frequently used to check evolutionary models
of the central star and/or of the nebula.
Conclusions. Since PNe images clearly show that the density is not constant inside the nebulae, and models with uniform and nonuniform density distributions can both reproduce the observed radio spectra, we conclude that it is not possible to favour one of them
from the radio data, or to infer a particular density distribution for planetary nebulae.
Key words. ISM: planetary nebulae: general – radio-continuum: ISM

1. Introduction
The spectral distribution of the observed radio continuum emission in many compact ionized regions shows a weak dependence
on the frequency and can present a turn-over at low frequencies.
The observed radiation is believed to be primarily due to thermal
free-free emission from the ionized gas. Following the theory,
the radiation at high frequencies from an isothermal, constant
density ionized region corresponds to low optical depth emission where the flux has a slight dependence on the frequency
(Fν ∝ ν−0.1 ). In the limit of high opacities the spectrum increases
with the frequency with a power-law index equal to +2. Radio
observations of planetary nebulae (PNe) and other ionized regions show that for frequencies greater than 5 GHz the spectra
generally correspond to the optically thin case.
For many objects presenting turn-over frequencies in the observed range, the spectral index calculated at the thick part of the
low-frequency spectrum is, however, much lower than the theoretical value of +2. Such spectra have been generally explained
in the literature by isothermal regions with particular density distributions, as presented in the following.
For an isothermal envelope with a power-law electron density distribution there is a relationship between the shape of the
density distribution and the power-law index of the radio continuum spectrum (see, for example, Wright & Barlow 1975). For a
constant velocity mass flow the density distribution is ∝r−β , with
β = 2, leading to a radio power-law index α = 0.6, assuming

that the gas is 100% ionized. For the last 30 years, the discussion about the power-law index of the radio continuum and some
characteristic parameters of ionized regions has been mainly focused on explaining the values between 0.6 (unbounded wind
shell model) and 2 (optically thick free-free emission) deduced
from the observations.
The discussion started with Seaquist & Gregory (1973) who
analyzed the radio continuum emission of the symbiotic star
V1016 Cygni, obtaining α = 0.75 and β = 2.14, which approaches the value of 2.0 expected for a uniform mass outflow at
constant velocity. A more detailed treatment was done by Wright
& Barlow (1975) for several early-type stars, assuming an unbounded isothermal envelope produced by a uniform and steady
mass loss. In order to explain the observed range of spectral indexes (0.6 to 1.15), Wright & Barlow discussed some eﬀects that
could cause the deviation from 0.6, for example, variability due
to non-uniform mass loss rates and the presence of neutral condensations. The radio continuum spectrum from spherical extended envelopes with electron density ∝r−β was also analyzed
by Panagia & Felli (1975), while Olnon (1975) analyzed the
radio spectra produced by regions with various density distributions. The radio spectra of Vy2-2 and Hb12 (later classified
as planetary nebulae) as well as of V1016 Cyg have been studied by Marsh (1975) who, in order to explain spectral indexes
greater than 0.6, introduced a finite outer radius for the ionized
region produced by a steady flow with uniform velocity. Using
numerical simulations Viner et al. (1979) analyzed the radio
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continuum and recombination line emission for spherically symmetric HII regions with radial variation in temperature, electron
density, velocity and turbulence. Applying the results to the planetary nebula NGC 7027, the authors favour a density gradient
model, although Pottasch (1984) suggests a constant density for
the same planetary. Contradictory results were also found for
Vy2-2. Marsh (1975) and Seaquist & Davis (1983) proposed a
wind shell model with β = 2, while Pottasch (1984) obtained a
power-law index with β = 3.5, and Harris & Scott (1976) concluded that a uniform density slab could explain the power-law
spectral index equal to 2.
Several compact planetary nebulae were studied by Taylor
et al. (1987). Defining the spectral index at the point in the spectrum where the flux equals one-half of the peak optically thin
flux density, they explained the range of observed spectral indexes (α = 0.6 to 1.8) by radiation- bounded isothermal nebulae
with density distribution ∝r−β . Their fit suggests an average index β = 2, consistent with a stellar wind at constant mass-loss
rate and velocity. They also found an anti-correlation between
their measured spectral index and the nebula size, concluding
that this result suggests an evolutionary trend in which older nebulae are more inhomogeneous. Such a conclusion was based on
the assumptions that older nebulae are larger and that high values for alpha (∼2) correspond to uniform density nebulae, while
density inhomogeneities produce lower spectral indexes.
As well known from photoionization models, a uniform density distribution does not necessarily imply constant ionic and
electronic distributions, which depend on the radiation transfer inside the nebula. Photoionization codes have been used
to reproduce the observed radio emission of planetary nebulae
by Middlemass (1990) and Dudziak et al. (2000). The radio
spectrum of NGC 7027 was reproduced by Middlemass (1990),
who adopted a density distribution obtained from the radio profile. Two PNe in the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy were studied by
Dudziak et al. (2000) who reproduced reasonably well the fluxes
for two observed frequencies in the thin spectral region for one
object; problems with the fitting for the spectrum of a second object, with fluxes measured in three radio frequencies, were justified by arguing that radio flux predictions are sensitive to details
of the geometry.
More recently, with simplified isothermal models Siodmiak
& Tylenda (2001) analyzed a large number of PNe in two frequencies and concluded that an r−2 density distribution is not
typical of PNe. These authors also concluded that a reasonable
representation of the observations can be obtained with a twocomponent model where the two regions have diﬀerent optical
thickness.
Another important issue is the possibility of testing evolutionary models for planetary nebulae using parameters estimated
from radio observations. The behaviour of the radio continuum
brightness temperature (T b ) with other parameters, like gas density or the size of the ionized nebula, has been used to test evolutionary models and to distinguish the more appropriate evolutionary track (Kwok 1985; Zhang & Kwok 1993; Van de Steene
& Zijlstra 1995; Zhang 1995).
We obtain, in the present paper, radio continuum spectra of
photoionized nebulae using self-consistent temperature as well
as electronic and ionic density distributions inside the gas, provided by detailed photoionization models. The set of models
represents a typical range of stellar and nebular parameters for
PNe. Planetary nebulae were chosen since the ionizing source
and corresponding spectrum are reasonable well-known, providing a reliable determination of the physical conditions along
the nebulae. The resulting radio spectrum and the corresponding

brightness temperature are obtained for each model. These spectra are compared with those obtained with constant temperature
and ionic abundances. Some of the correlations commonly used
in the literature for obtaining information about physical characteristics and evolutionary models of PNe are analyzed and discussed. In Sect. 2 the models and the adopted input parameters
are described, while in Sect. 3 some general results are presented
and discussed. An application of the models to six planetary
nebulae with well observed spectra is also presented (Sect. 4).
Conclusions are outlined in Sect. 5.

2. Models
The models were obtained with the photoionization code
Aangaba (Gruenwald & Viegas 1992) applied for typical conditions in PNe. The physical conditions of the gas are determined
by solving the coupled equations of ionization and thermal balance for a spherically symmetric cloud. Several processes of ionization and recombination, as well as of gas heating and cooling,
are taken into account. The energy input into the gas is essentially due to ionization of atoms and atomic ions by primary
(stellar) and secondary (diﬀuse) radiation. The processes contributing to the gas cooling are collisional excitation, radiative
and dielectronic recombination, thermal ionization, and free-free
emission. The transfer of the primary and diﬀuse radiation fields
is treated in the outward-only approximation. The eﬀect of dust
on the ionizing radiation is not taken into account. Twelve elements (H, He, C, N, O, Mg, Ne, Si, S, Ar, Cl, and Fe) are included.
The calculation of the radio-continuum emissivity is based
on the equations for the free-free mechanism (see, for example, Rybicki & Lightman 1979), with the appropriate expression for the Gaunt factor in the radio spectral region, which
has a slight dependence on the frequency (see, for example,
Osterbrock 1989); for high photon to gas energy ratios, the formula given by Seaton (1960) is used. The radio emissivity at
each point of the nebula is obtained, as well as the intensity emitted by the whole nebula, taking into account the absorption of the
radiation as it crosses the nebula.
The emitted radio spectrum and the brightness temperature
were obtained from models assuming stellar and nebular parameters typical of PNe. The central star emits as a black-body with
temperature and luminosity in the range 2 × 104 to 2 × 105 K
and 30 to 2 × 104 L . A typical chemical abundance for PNe
(Kingsbourgh & Barlow 1994) is assumed for the gas, which includes He, C, N, O, Ne, S, and Ar. For the remaining elements
(Mg, Si, Cl, and Fe) a value equal to a hundredth solar is adopted
in order to take into account their presence in grains (Stasinska &
Tylenda 1986). The gas density is in the range 102 to 106 cm−3 .
For completely optically thick models at the Lyman limit the
calculation stops at Rmax , where the fraction of neutral hydrogen
is 0.01%. The emitted spectra were obtained after an integration
of the intensity over the projected area for nebulae with diﬀerent optical depths at the hydrogen threshold. In order to compare
the brightness temperature with the observations, this temperature was calculated from the total luminosity in 5 GHz emitted
by the nebula and Rmax .
For comparison, simplified models for isothermal nebulae
with constant electron and ionic densities are also calculated.
For each photoionization model (with a given T ∗ , L∗ , and gas
density), a corresponding simplified model is obtained. For this,
it is assumed that the gas consists of H and He, and the nebula
size, the gas temperature, as well as the H and He ionic fraction
are given, respectively, by Rmax , the average temperature of the
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H+ region, and mean values, all given by the corresponding photoionization model. In both kinds of models the internal radius
was assumed equal to 1015 cm; the exact value for this parameter
does not aﬀect our conclusions since for an optically thick model
increasing the internal radius leads to increasing Rmax , with the
total emitting volume slightly decreasing.

3. Results
From the literature described in Sect. 1, it is clear that the main
physical characteristic challenged by the radio spectral indexes
obtained from the observations is a uniform density distribution. Therefore, this assumption is the first to be discussed below. The claims are based on the part of the radio spectra that
corresponds to the optically thick case, for which the spectral index should be +2. Except simplifying the calculations, a uniform
density distribution does not necessarily correspond to constant
ionic and electronic distributions. In addition, as it will be discussed below, the estimation of the radio power-law index from
the observations may diﬀer from object to object, and even for
the same object, since the frequency range used may diﬀer from
an author to another.
3.1. The radio spectrum and the gas density

The emitted radio spectra obtained from photoionization models
adopting a star with T ∗ = 105 K and L∗ /L = 3000, for nebulae with diﬀerent values of the gas density, are shown in Fig. 1a.
The theoretical flux (solid lines) is normalized for a distance of
1 kpc after integration of the specific intensity over the nebula
area. In the plot, all models correspond to optically thick nebulae
at the H threshold, and are labelled by the logarithm of the gas
density. The dotted, dashed and dot-dashed lines connect points
for which the optical depth of the nebula along the line of sight
passing by the central star is, respectively, 0.5, 1.0, or 5.0 for the
corresponding frequencies. From the figure, it can be seen that,
as expected, the higher the density the higher the turn-over frequency, as well as the frequency corresponding to a given value
of the gas optical depth. For example, for a hydrogen density
nH = 103 cm−3 the optical depth is greater than 1 for frequencies
lower than 0.3 GHz, while for nH = 104 cm−3 the corresponding
frequency is 1.2 GHz. For each model the frequency for which
the flux is half the maximum has an optical depth of the order
of 5.
The gas density is the main parameter defining the turn-over
frequency. The measured flux from a given nebula depends, evidently, on the number of ionizing photons (QH ) and on its distance. For the adopted range of stellar temperatures, the eﬀect
of T ∗ on QH is small.
The emitted radio spectra of photoionization models are
compared with those obtained for constant temperature and ionic
density nebulae in Fig. 1b. As described above, the simplified
model to be compared to a given photoionization model is obtained assuming a gas temperature and ionic density constant
and equal to mean values, as given by the corresponding photoionization model. The nebula size is the same for both models.
The spectra calculated by the photoionization and by the simplified models are compared for three diﬀerent densities. The input
parameters used are the same as in Fig. 1a. The small shifts in
the upper part of the spectra obtained from the simplified models
are due to diﬀerences in the gas temperature. Notice that spectra for models with constant fractional ionization and constant
gas temperature are steeper than those for the corresponding

Fig. 1. Radio continuum spectra from photoionization models (solid
lines) for T ∗ = 105 K and L∗ /L = 3000, normalized to a distance
of 1 kpc. The flux is given in Jy and the frequency in GHz; the curves
are labelled with the logarithm of the gas density. a) Dotted, dashed
and dot-dashed lines connect points for optical depths equal to 0.5, 1.0,
and 5.0, in the corresponding frequencies; b) the dashed lines correspond to simplified models with constant temperature and ionic density,
and are labelled with the logarithm of the gas density.

photoionization model in the optically thick part of the radio
spectrum.
For a given ionizing spectrum and a given frequency range,
the spectral power-law index in the optically thick part of the
radio spectra is steeper for higher densities (Figs. 1a and b).
Furthermore, for a given gas density, the spectrum is steeper for
simplified models (Fig. 1b). Such behaviour can be explained
by the ionization structure in the nebula. In fact, for low density regions the variation of the ionic abundance is not as sharp
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Fig. 2. Radio spectra for nebulae with T ∗ = 105 K, L∗ / L = 3000,
nH = 5000 cm−3 , and diﬀerent optical depths at the Lyman limit.
Numbers at the side of each curve are the corresponding optical depth at
the H threshold and the fraction of Rmax ; units are the same as in Fig. 1.

as for high density nebulae. For these, the variation of the ionic
abundance mimics the one for a constant density nebula.
For each optically thick model, we also calculated the corresponding radio spectra for several optical depths at the Lyman
limit. These spectra are illustrated in Fig. 2 by the results of models with T ∗ = 105 K, L∗ /L = 3000 and nH = 5000 cm−3 . The
curves are labelled with the optical depth at the Lyman limit and
the corresponding fraction of Rmax .
The degree of clumpiness in several planetary nebulae was
estimated by Terzian & Dickey (1973) from radio measurements, and the authors remark that for inhomogeneous regions
the resulting spectrum should present more than a turn-over frequency. We obtained simple composite models, with more than
one value for the density, and the results show that, depending on the density ratio and on the degree of clumpiness, the
change from the optically thin regime to the thick one can be
much smoother than that for the constant density model, or even
present more than a turn-over frequency.
3.2. The radio power-law index

In order to discuss the behaviour of the spectral index of the
optically thick part of the radio spectrum with the gas density
and with the size of the ionized region, we adopted a frequency
interval 0.4 to 0.6 GHz. This choice was due to the fact that this
frequency range lies in the thick part of the spectra of many PNe,
and many observations and surveys have been made at 408 MHz
and at frequencies around 600 MHz.
The results are shown in Fig. 3. Solid lines correspond to
models with T ∗ = 105 K and three values for L∗ . The dependence of the radio index with the gas density is shown in Fig. 3a,
while that with the nebula size (R) appears in Fig. 3b. The results correspond to radiation-bounded nebulae, where the nebula size is given by the radius where hydrogen is .01% ionized
(Rmax ). For each value of the stellar luminosity, the size was calculated by the models, varying the density. Results for models
with a given L∗ and diﬀerent values for T ∗ diﬀer by up to 15%.
Notice that spectra corresponding to a given stellar temperature
and a given gas density (consequently, a given R) present diﬀerent power-law indexes for the chosen frequency range depending on the stellar luminosity, being steeper for higher L∗ . This

Fig. 3. Spectral index for models with T ∗ = 105 K: a) as a function of the
gas density; solid lines show the spectra from optically thick photoionization models with L∗ /L = 20 000 (upper curve), 3000 (middle), and
300 (lower), while the dashed line corresponds to a simplified model
with L∗ /L = 3000; b) as a function of the nebula size, for photoionization models with L∗ /L = 20 000 (upper curve), 3000 (middle), and 300
(lower). The spectral index corresponds to the 0.4−0.6 GHz frequency
range.

is due to the change on the ionic distribution inside the nebula
which leads to a change in the optical depth. The dashed line in
Fig. 3a illustrates the results of a simplified model corresponding to a photoionization model with L∗ /L = 3000. From this
figure, it is clear that detailed models can present indexes much
lower than 2. Regarding the simplified models, a steeper increase
of the power index with the density is found, and values closer
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to +2 can be obtained for a larger range of densities. Such correlations can be easily understood from photoionization models, in
terms of the gas density. As shown above, the density is the main
parameter that defines the behaviour of the resulting radio spectrum. Since for a given ionizing star (more exactly, for a given
number of ionizing photons) the nebula density also defines the
size of the ionized region, a correlation between the radio index
and the density is expected.
An inverse correlation between the turn-over frequency and
the spectral index of the thick part of the radio spectrum was
obtained by Aaquist & Kwok (1991), for seven compact nebulae. This is the opposite of what it would be expected from the
results presented above, since higher densities imply higher turnover frequencies and also higher spectral indexes. Notice, however, that the turn-over frequencies were determined by those
authors by the cross-over of the line representing the thin part
of the spectrum (with a power-law index fixed at −0.1) and the
line representing the thick part of the spectrum, which was fitted
with one spectral index. As shown in Fig. 1a, for a given nebula a diﬀerent spectral index can be obtained, depending on the
chosen spectral region.
3.3. The radio brightness

The radio continuum brightness temperature, T b , is a distanceindependent parameter, relatively easy to measure. Since most
PNe are optically thin at 5GHz, the brightness temperature at
this frequency has been used to derive some PNe properties. For
example, an empirical relationship between T b and the gas density has been used to test models of the dynamic evolution of
PNe (Kwok 1985; Zhang & Kwok 1993), while a plot of T b versus T ∗ has been used to check evolutionary model tracks and to
derive the core mass as well as the stellar luminosity for individual nebulae (Zhang & Kwok 1993). From a large sample of
PNe with known distances, Van de Steene & Zijlstra (1995) and
Zhang (1995) obtained a correlation between T b and the nebula size, proposing a new statistical distance scale for PNe and
checking some evolutionary tracks.
The radio-continuum brightness temperature in 5 GHz (T b )
as a function of the gas density, the nebula radius, and T ∗ is
shown in Figs. 4a−c, respectively. In these figures, the curves
correspond to optically thick photoionization models at the
Lyman limit, while the points are obtained from the literature for
observed PNe (Zhang & Kwok 1993; Zhang 1995). For these,
the gas density is given in terms of the electron density. The different curves presented in Figs. 4a and b correspond to models
with diﬀerent values of L∗ and the same value of T ∗ = 105 K;
higher curves correspond to higher L∗ . The solid lines in Fig. 4c
show the results from models with nH = 5000 cm−3 and diﬀerent
values for L∗ (higher curves corresponding to higher L∗ ); dashed
lines give the results for nH = 100 and 50 000 cm−3 (the higher
the curve the higher the gas density), adopting L∗ /L = 3000.
In Figs. 4a and b it can be seen that for very high densities the
curves tend to a single value of T b , corresponding to densities
for which the nebulae are thick at 5 GHz.
The main eﬀect is due to the gas density (Fig. 4a); such an
eﬀect is reflected in the behaviour of T b with the nebula size
(Fig. 4b). For example, for T ∗ = 105 K and L∗ /L = 3000,
the brightness temperature varies by four orders of magnitude
in the range nH = 102 to 105 cm−3 : T b = 1.3 to 11 700 K.
Regarding the eﬀect of the stellar luminosity, for T ∗ = 105 K
and nH = 5000 cm−3 , the brightness temperature is T b = 44,
113, 263, and 512 K, for L∗ /L = 30, 300, 3000, and 20 000. On
the other hand, the dependence of T b on the stellar temperature is

Fig. 4. Radio-continuum brightness temperature in 5 GHz, as a function
of a) the gas density and b) the nebula radius R, where higher curves
correspond to higher L∗ (30, 300, 3000, and 20 000 L ) and T ∗ = 105 K;
c) T b versus T ∗ , where solid lines correspond to photoionization models
with nH = 5000 cm−3 , for the same values of L∗ while the dashed lines
show the results for L∗ /L = 3000 and two values for nH (100 and
50 000 cm−3 ), with the higher curve corresponding to a higher nH . Data
points are obtained from the literature (see text).

practically negligible (Fig. 4c). As discussed above, this should
be expected since for the adopted range of stellar temperatures
the number of ionizing photons does not vary much for a given
stellar luminosity.
Regarding the eﬀect of the optical thickness, for a model
with T ∗ = 105 K, L∗ /L = 3000, and nH = 5000 cm−3 , the brightness temperatures corresponding to a completely optically thick
nebula at the Lyman limit, to τ13.6 = 1, and to τ13.6 = 0.1 are,
respectively, 263, 182, and 94 K. The corresponding fractions of
Rmax are 1, 0.55, and 0.26. This shows that the brightness temperature diﬀers significantly from the completely optically thick
case only for very small optical depths.
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Fig. 5. Radio spectra of some PNe with observed radio spectrum. Data points are from the literature and the curves correspond to photoionization
models for uniform density distribution. Flux units are in Jy.

As seen from Figs. 4, the results obtained from models
with input parameters for T ∗ , L∗ , and nH in the typical range
known for PNe cover the region defined by the observed points.
Figures 4a and b present the correlations between T b and other
nebular parameters. In the literature, the accuracy of evolutionary models has been established when the observed data lie
within the area covered by the evolutionary model tracks (for
example, Zhang & Kwok 1993; Van de Steene & Zijlstra 1995).
For this, the brightness temperature corresponding to the each
nebula is obtained from simplified assumptions for the gas properties. The plots in Figs. 4 show self-consistent results for the
brightness temperature, given the nebular gas density, as well as
the stellar temperature and luminosity.

4. Comparing calculated and observed radio
spectra
Using models with a constant density distribution, we compare the calculated and observed radio spectra for some planetary nebulae for which the observed data cover a large range
of frequencies. The chosen objects have observed fluxes in the
optically thick region of the spectrum as well as in the region around the turn-over frequency, and present spectral indexes over a large range. Points in Fig. 5 represent observed
data with flux densities taken from the literature (Menon &
Terzian 1965; Slee & Orchiston 1965; Terzian 1966; Hughes
1967; Mezger et al. 1967; Thompson et al. 1967; Terzian
1968; Berge & Seielstad 1969; Kaftan-Kassim 1969; Le Marne
1969; Ribes 1969; Terzian 1969; Thomasson & Davies 1970;

Table 1. Adopted input parameters for the fitting of the radio spectra.
Object
IC 418
NGC 6369
NGC 6572
NGC 6720
NGC 7027
Vy 2-2

T ∗ / (K)
37000
80000
70000
120000
300000
60000

L∗ /L
9000
6000
8300
200
20000
10000

nH (cm−3 )
2.2 × 104
6.5 × 103
3.2 × 104
4.0 × 103
8.0 × 104
6.0 × 105

D (kpc)
1.6
1.7
2.4
0.7
1.5
5.4

Higgs 1971a,b; Aller & Milne 1972; Terzian & Dickey 1973;
Cahn & Rubin 1974; Sistla et al. 1974; Terzian et al. 1974;
Milne & Aller 1975; Harris & Scott 1976; Marsh et al. 1976;
Milne 1979; Milne & Webster 1979; Cohen & Barlow 1980;
Ulich 1981; Calabretta 1982; Milne & Aller 1982; Purton et al.
1982; Seaquist & Davis 1983; Gee et al. 1984; Pottasch 1984;
Turner & Terzian 1984; Gathier et al. 1986; Basart & Daub 1987;
Steppe et al. 1988; Sahai et al. 1989; Hoare et al. 1992; Knapp
et al. 1993; Altenhoﬀ et al. 1994; Sandell 1994; Christianto &
Seaquist 1998; Condon & Kaplan 1998; Bains et al. 2003).
The theoretical spectra shown in Fig. 5 were obtained from
photoionization models for uniform spherically symmetric nebulae. The adopted abundances were the same as those of the
preceding models, while the adopted stellar temperature and luminosity, as well the gas density for each planetary nebula, are
given in Table 1. These values are in the range given by the literature for each object. The presented spectra correspond to optically thick nebulae at the Lyman limit. As seen in Sect. 3.1,
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a moderately matter-bounded nebula would show a spectrum
similar to those presented in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that the observed spectra can be reproduced
by those from models with a uniform density distribution, when
the appropriate variation of the temperature and ionic densities
along the nebula are taken into account. No detailed model accounting for the observed emission-line spectra or assuming a
particular geometry was searched for each nebula. The purpose
of this paper is not to provide detailed models for each nebula.
On the contrary, it is our goal to show that a simple model that
includes a detailed calculation of the ionizing radiation transfer
can explain the radio-continuum observations, including the radio spectral indexes. It is then possible that other sets of input
parameters could also fit the spectra. Reasonable fits, similar to
those presented in Fig. 5, can also be achieved with other density distributions as, for example, constant pressure, nH ∝ r−1 ,
or ∝r−2 . The gas density is an important parameter defining the
spectral behaviour and the radio spectrum is a result of the ionic
as well as of the temperature distribution inside the nebula.
Thus, since the density distribution in PNe is not necessarily
uniform and more than one density distribution can reproduce
the observed data, the radio spectral index does not provide information about the density distribution.

5. Conclusions
Radio continuum spectra are obtained for physical conditions
typical of PNe, using a photoionization code. The spectra are
calculated taking into account self-consistent temperature and
ionic distributions, as well as the absorption of the radiation as it
crosses the nebula.
The turn-over frequency, as well as the change from the optically thin regime (Fν ∝ ν−0.1 ) to the completely optically thick
(Fν ∝ ν+2.0 ) part of the spectrum, depends on the gas density,
with a small eﬀect of the stellar luminosity. Moreover, for a
given density, the spectral index of the thick part of the spectrum can span a large range of values depending on the chosen
frequency range and on the gas density.
It is shown that self-consistent temperature and ionization
distributions throughout the nebula, which result from appropriate radiation transfer calculations, explain the observed range of
spectral indexes in the optically thick region of the spectrum,
even for a uniform density distribution. The results of photoionization models are compared with those obtained for isothermal
and constant ionic density nebulae and show that in the optically
thick regime the spectral index is steeper for uniform nebulae.
Defining the spectral index in a frequency range where observed planetary nebulae are commonly observed and are usually thick, we obtained a correlation between the index and the
gas density or the nebula radius. Observed correlations between
the brightness temperature and some other distance-independent
parameters are frequently used to check evolutionary models of
the central star and of the nebula. From self-consistent photoionization models we reproduce these correlations in terms of the
nebular gas density and the stellar properties.
We present the fitting of radio spectra for some planetary
nebulae in a large range of spectral indexes, assuming a uniform density distribution. The facts that the density distribution
in PNe is clearly non-uniform and that other density distributions
can also reproduce the observed spectra support the conclusion
that the density distribution cannot be inferred only from the radio spectra. Although the obtained results correspond to physical
conditions of PNe, the conclusions above are expected also to be
valid for ionized gaseous regions in general.
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